SPEF-R STREAMS

The SPEF-R has two (2) Streams available for student evaluation on this practice placement.

You are only required to complete the one (1) stream that best reflects the nature of your role for this practice placement.

If you cover more than one workplace, choose the stream that best fits your primary role for this practice placement.

The Streams are:

STREAM A – DIRECT SERVICE PROVISION

Choose Stream A if at any time during your placement, there will be opportunities for students to have direct contact with service users and their families or significant others.

The student may have opportunities to provide individual or group therapy services to service users, or act in a case management role, co-ordinating and supporting the intervention of other service providers. In addition to providing direct client services, the student may undertake an assignment or project related to the practice placement.

STREAM B – CONSULTANCY / PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Choose Stream B if the nature of your placement has minimal or no direct client contact, but rather encompasses the provision of consultancy services to workplaces, management of major projects and/or involvement in research.

Stream B does not encompass projects that you may request the student complete as part of a predominately direct service provision placement.

In the rare event that you feel your role covers equal elements of direct service provision and workplace consultancy services; you may choose to complete both streams A&B if desired.

In such a case you will be required to score the student on both streams A & B of the SPEF-R and the student will be required to pass both streams in order to achieve a pass for this placement.
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